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Unsupervised semantic change detection in NLP

I Words change their meaning other time [Traugott and Dasher, 2001]

I Diachronic semantic shifts
I It is possible to automatically estimate these changes using diachronic corpora

Example: SemEval-2020 Shared Task 1
I The task: rank a set of target words by the degree of their semantic change between 2

given historical periods (t1 and t2);
I Manually annotated English, German, Latin, and Swedish test sets;
I 2 corresponding historical (test) corpora were provided for each test set;
I participants used NLP methods ranging from topic modeling to static word embeddings

to BERT and XLM-R pre-trained language models.

[Schlechtweg et al., 2020]
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SemEval 2020 test set examples

Words and their change scores:

English (1810:1860 – 1960:2010)
I plane 0.88
I to tip 0.68
I prop 0.62
I ...
I ...
I ...
I fiction 0.02
I chairman 0.00

Swedish (1790:1830 – 1895:1903)
I medium 0.60
I krita 0.44
I motiv 0.35
I ...
I ...
I ...
I uträtta 0.00
I vaktmästare 0.00
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Unsupervised semantic change detection in NLP

Why?
I One needs manually annotated semantic change datasets to evaluate systems aimed

at particular languages
I Annotation must be standardized and consistent, to allow for fair comparisons

I NorDiaChange: the first historical semantic change dataset for Norwegian
I (two datasets, in fact)

I ...following the DWUG methodology [Schlechtweg et al., 2018].
I Annotation outlines sense shifts which occurred to Norwegian words over time.
I NorDiaChange allows to empirically evaluate semantic change detection systems on

Norwegian data
I In addition, can be used as a benchmark for synchronic word sense disambiguation

and word sense induction systems.
https://github.com/ltgoslo/nor_dia_change
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Annotation setup

I Diachronic Word Usage Graphs (DWUG) semantic
change annotation methodology
[Schlechtweg et al., 2018]:

I The degree of semantic change is a function of
semantic relatedness across pairs of word’s
occurrences in different time periods.

I The annotators are given pairs of sentences
containing a target word

I asked to choose a relatedness score from 0 to 4:

Score Relatedness

0 Cannot decide
1 Senses unrelated
2 Senses distantly related
3 Senses closely related
4 Senses identical
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Annotation setup

Sentences are randomly sampled from historical corpora.

Judgment example

1. ‘Vi kjører videre ned gjennom fjellet og dukker frem i dagslyset igjen på en liten
plattform helt nede i bunnen av revnen. Nu har vi den smekre dammen halvt lenende
over hodene våre.’

2. ‘Norsk eksport (unntatt skip, plattformer og råolje).’
Relatedness score: 1
(senses of the word ‘plattform’ are completely unrelated).
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Annotation setup
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Annotation setup

The scores are aggregated and averaged across annotators and across different
sentence pairs.

Sentence pair judgments can be used in different ways

How to infer the final change score?
I COMPARE: average inter-period relatedness between target word usages in t1 and t2

(only pairs with examples from different periods)
I ∆LATER: change in the average intra-period relatedness (words becoming more or

less ambiguous)
I DWUGs: a word usage graph is built with sentences as nodes and relatedness

scores as weights on the edges.
I Clusters are detected in the graph, using correlation clustering. They are supposed to be

roughly equivalent to lexical senses.
I Cluster distributions in t1 and t2 are compared using Jensen-Shannon Distance (JSD).
I It is used as the final score.
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Annotation setup
Word usage graph for innstilling (all time periods):
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Annotation setup

Word usage graphs for innstilling (separate periods):
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Norwegian data

When?
Two time period pairs (subset 1 and subset 2):
I 1929:1965 – 1970:2013
I 1980:1990 – 2012:2019

40 target Norwegian nouns for each pair: 50% manually chosen, 50% fillers (80 total).

Where from?
I 2012-2019 texts from Norsk Aviskorpus

(https://www.nb.no/sprakbanken/ressurskatalog/oai-nb-no-sbr-4/)
I Older texts from NBdigital corpus

(https://www.nb.no/sprakbanken/en/resource-catalogue/oai-nb-no-sbr-34/)
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Norwegian data

Period Words Documents

t1 1929 – 1965 57 million 959
t2 1970 – 2013 175 million 4,209

Total number of word tokens and documents in Subset 1

Period Words Documents

t1 1980 – 1990 43 million 1,115
t2 2012 – 2019 649 million 1,763,843

Total number of word tokens and documents in Subset 2
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Norwegian data

Examples of target words and sentence pairs
1. data

I ‘man havde ingen sikre data at lægge til grund for sin stemmegivning’
I ‘jeg . . . kommer borti en tast på dataen’

2. vindu
I ‘der var et litet vindu i rummet’
I ‘Lukk alle vinduer av Internet Explorer, bortsett fra ett vindu’

3. linse
I ‘et jorde som var fullt av linser’
I ‘jeg kjenner at den ene linsa mi har vridd seg’

Some fillers in fact did change their meaning! (only the annotation helped us to find this)
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Semantic change as sense distribution divergence
Word usage graphs for oppvarming (nodes are sampled sentences):

Senses: heating, [global] warming, warming up before an exercising. 15



Top changed words in NorDiaChange

Word Graded score Sense gain Sense lost

Subset 1 (1929-1965 VS 1970-2013)

plattform 0.87 1 1
leilighet 0.80 0 1
horisont 0.64 1 1
mål 0.60 0 1
bølge 0.60 1 0

Subset 2 (1980-1990 VS 2012-2019)

stryk 1.00 1 1
kanal 0.73 0 1
kode 0.73 1 1
oppvarming 0.72 1 0
innstiling 0.66 1 0
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Descriptive statistics for NorDiaChange subsets

I For the dataset to be reliable, we employed 3 independent annotators
I ≈ 100 sentence pairs for each of the 80 target words
I About 100 × 80 = 8000 semantic relatedness judgments per annotator.

Dataset Words Sentences per word Judgments Krippendorff’s α

NorDiaChange (Ours)

Subset 1 40 21 14,419 0.76
Subset 2 40 21 15,006 0.67

Previous work ([Schlechtweg et al., 2021], [Kutuzov and Pivovarova, 2021])

Swedish 40 168 20,000 0.56
Russian 99 60 8,879 0.55

Clean versions of each subset without ‘questionable’ target words: 37 nouns each.
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Outcomes

I NorDiaChange is publicly available in full, with all the raw annotation data
I https://github.com/ltgoslo/nor_dia_change

I Will become one of the standard natural language understanding benchmarks for
Norwegian

I Will hopefully also be of use for general linguistics and digital humanities
I https://arxiv.org/abs/2201.05123

Thanks! Questions?
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